
Typographic

Factettes

A collection of mildly interesting  facts about the little symbols we communicate with.



The horizontal bars of a letter 
are almost always thinner 
than the vertical bars.

Helvetica

Minion



most of the time

Fridge
The font size is approximately the measurement from the lowest appearance 
of any letter to the highest. Most of the time. Seventy-two points equals one 
inch.

50 point Zaphino

256 point Cochin



lice
Letters with rounded bottoms don’t sit on 
the baseline, but slightly below it. Visually, 
they would appear too high if they rested 
on the same base as the squared letters.

Adobe Caslon Bold
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In Ancient Rome, scribes would abbreviate et (the latin word for and) into one letter. We 
still use that abbreviation, called the ampersand. The et is still very visible in some italic 
ampersands. The word ampersand comes from and-per-se-and. Strange.

Adobe Garamond Regular Adobe Garamond Italic

Trump Mediaval Italic Helvetica Light
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Wannabe Bold

Wannabe Bold

Putting a stroke the same color as the type on letters 
to make them bold works (and is used by some word 
processing applications). But it is not a good solution.

When printing light letters on dark background using an 
ink-jet printer, you can add a slight stroke the color of 
the letters to keep the ink from bleeding into the letters 
too much.

Times Bold

Times Regular with black stroke



Hitler banned blackletter type-
faces in 1941. He called them 
Jewish and unfit for progress. 
Still, they are a favorite of neo-
Nazi groups unversed in history.

Blackletter is most commonly 
associated with beer and heavy 
metal bands.

Blackletter typefaces such as 
Fraktur are derived from a style 
of calligraphy used for manu-
scripts before mechanical print-
ing. 

Wittenberger Fraktur

Jewish Type?



The tallest letters are usually not the capitals, 
but the ascenders.

Myriad
All of Y’ahl



Steve Jobs credits the early Macintosh’s 
inclusion of typography to a class he took in 
calligraphy. Chicago was the first Macintosh 
font. It was designed by Susan Kare in 1984.

Like many fonts, Chicago serves a very 
narrow purpose. Early Macs could not display 
greys in the dots that made the image, but 
only black and white. Chicago was designed 
to hold it’s shape and look grey by showing 
half of the dots in black and half in white. 

Chicago



Outcast

Even the lowliest ugliest font has a purpose somewhere sometime...

...if only to be used as an example here.

Comic Sans



...brain — hickory...

A hyphen is used 
to connect either 
words split be-
tween two lines or 
put-together 
compound words.

In practice, dash usage and spacing around 
the dash varies somewhat according to 
specific needs and specific style manuals.

An en dash is used to connect 
ranges of values, and is used like 
this: June–August the temps are 
65–90 degrees.

The longest dash is an em dash. It is used to connect parts of sentances — like 
right here. Usually the length of an em dash is the size of the font. So a 12 point 
font will have a em dash that is 12 points long. An en dash is half that.

Adobe Caslon

bad-ass

monday–friday



Paul Renner released the 
Futura set in 1928. He was 
not part of the Bauhaus, 
but Futura is closely 
associated with it.

Just a few variations of the many Futuras. These help answer the question of how to 
make typestyle variations that are based on a very geometric original.

Futura Black took a left 
turn before it was released 
two years after Futura.

Futura Display was released in 1932.

Renner released Steile Futura in 1953, 
shortly before his death. Although it 
looks a lot like Display, it is softer. 



Like many typefaces, 
Garamond is based on 
a previous typeface, 
in this case one made 
by a 16th Century 
printer named Claude 
Garamond.

One of the reasons 
these Garamonds look 
di�erent is that the 
original typeface was 
made of metal, inked, 
and then stamped on 
paper to create the 
print.

A type designer can’t 
recreate that on a 
computer. The ink 
doesn’t bleed and 
interact with the paper. 
There is no metal to 
press into the paper. 

The designer  instead 
interprets the typeface.

Garamond Premier

ITC Garamond

Simoncini Garamond

Adobe Garamond

Garamond 3

Stemple Garamond



Each letter, number, or other symbol you type is called a glyph. Post script and True Type 
fonts could hold 256 of these in each font, and the newer Open Type can hold 65,000. 
That is more than enough characters and symbols for multiple languages, plus scientific 
and other symbols, variations of letters you can use, etcetera. 

Some glyphs can be accessed from the keyboard by holding down modifier keys like the 
shift and option keys. Other glyphs are automatically used. Still others you can specify 
manually or choose from a list in design applications.

Minion Pro

ABababàa��ǽ3333
▷❧§ᾯ•ψ✴◉†Ø®◁



The Gutenberg Bible was the first book printed with movable type in Europe, opening 
the world to easier ways of making a book than writing them out by hand. Johannes 
Gutenberg made the bible in 1454.

Gutenberg had a financier, Johann Fust, who took some of the Gutenberg bibles and 
went from town to town selling them. He was accused of witchcraft after someone 
noticed that his bibles were exactly alike. At that time the public was unaware of 
Gutenberg’s mechanical printing and it would have have been impossible to write out 
two books that were identical without witchcraft. 

Johann Fust is the model for the popular German story about Faust, a man who sells 
his soul to the devil.

This story is probably not true after the fact of Fust being Gutenberg’s financier, but it 
makes a great story. And the bible did mark the beginning of a revolution in communi-
cation.

1454 Gutenberg Bibel



Spot

Old style (humanist) typefaces look like they could 
have been done with a broad-tipped pen. 

Serif typefaces are usually divided into broad catagories like those below. Transitional 
typefaces are the most widely used. The other catagories are sometimes used for text, 
but more often for small bits of text like headlines. Egyptian typefaces have nothing to do 
with Egypt except that they became popular at the same time as Egyptian archeology.

Transitional typefaces look more machine-made, 
but still retain some of the feeling of old style.

Modern (Didone) typefaces look very machine 
made, with no angle to the thins and thicks.

Slab Serif (Egyptian) typefaces have non-tapered 
serifs and even line widths (low contrast). 

Rockwell

Didot

Minion

Jenson

Spot
Spot
Spot



GLV TIVS MAXIMVS

Although a German was the first to successfully use movable type, it was the Italians 
who (like in the other arts) scored the Renaissance home run shortly after the Guten-
berg Bible. Nicolas Jenson worked in Venice to come up with Roman letterforms like the 
ones we use today. Aldus Manutius was a Venitian printer who first distributed Italic 
(Italian – get it?) typefaces in his printings.

formal handwriting for the lower case letters,

Roman stone carved letters were the basis for the upper case letters,

and casual handwriting for the lower case letters.

when in rome, do as

howdy howdy howdyAdobe Jenson



�fi
Ligatures combine letters that look awkward next to each other into one symbol. The most 
common in English are �, fi, fl,�, and �. Other languages require other ligatures, like with the 
German Sauersto�flasche (�fl). The font used for this text has very subtle ligatures since the 
vertical bars have very small interfering horizontal strokes.

note: the next time you read a book or magazine look for ligatures

Arno Pro with ligatures turned o� Arno Pro ligature



Letters, like anything, are adjusted visually when they are designed. Here 
the lines that make up the letters look all the same width, but both letters 
taper to be thinner at the places where the lines meet so that visually they 
are a consistent width. Also notice the adjustment of the line width above 
the crossbar in the A and th slight di�erence in the angle of the two letters.

Minion Regular



pangrams

use all the letters of the alphabet

Trebuchet

Vexed nymphs go for quick waltz job.

Sphinx of black quartz, judge my vow.

Pack my box with five dozen liquor jugs.

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.

 perfect pangrams are those of 26 letters

 no perfect pangram in english makes sense



WORLDS “BEST” 
CUP OF COFFEE
Quote marks emphasise words. Used by handymen who 
have enough paint to make a sign. Also used by nephews 
who are designers because they can use Microsoft Word.

This use might come from the cartoon double-lines used 
to signify motion.

Tungsten Bold Sans-Possessive

ball at rest moving ball vibrating ball



Bob
Lawblaw

Querty keyboards are arranged the way they are based on the strength and 
coordination of the human finger. On early typewriters the most commonly 
used letters were assigned to the middle row, where fingers could bear 
down on them with enough pressure to make the letter. Little used letters, 
like z and q were assigned positions that were harder to press.

There are modern layouts that make more sense than querty, especially 
considering that a lot of typing is now done with the thumbs on a phone. 
But not many people are willing to re-learn typing.

By the way, qwerty is one of the most common secret passwords. 

American Typewriter



serif
Serif

Serif fonts have little decorations (serifs) at the ends of the letters. Serif fonts almost 
always have a lot of contrast (thicks and thins) in the lines that make up the letters.

San serif (aka sans serif) fonts are without (sans) serifs and are low contrast.

Futura
Baskerville

San



SmSmall Caps Versus Bigger Letters

SMALL CAPS VERSUS BIGGER LETTERS SM

Who needs small caps built into a font?

Minion Pro using small caps

180 point using small caps for both

180 pt. 130 pt.

Minion Pro using larger font size for caps

Only some fonts have an option for small caps. Simulating small caps 
by varying the type size gives words an uneven feel.

It can also play havoc with the kerning as in the word Versus above.



35/64

/ yin/yang

A forward slash is a solidus (or virgule). It is a 
seperator/joiner for words usually used without a 
space before or after the symbol.

A division slash is usually at a di�erent angle, and 
is used for fractions./



a diacritic is any additional mark associated with 
a letter, such as a tittle, an accent, or a cedilla.

A tittle is a small mark over a letter, like the dot on a lowercase i.



Our modern upper case letters come from 
Ancient Rome. Many credit the specific 
source as Trajan’s Column, a monument 
erected to celebrate the emporer’s wars.

Carol Twombly’s Trajan typestyle, based 
closely on the column’s letters, is so 
ubiquitous in movie poster and book cover 
designs it threatens to become a cliché.

Trajan Bold



mi
Before computers, most typewriters 
could only put each letter into a 
standard space, so thin letters like an ‘i’ 
were stretched out and thick letters like 
an ‘m’ were scrunched up. 

These monospaced fonts are used to 
mimic the feel of typewriters or for 
applications where letter count is 
important.

Courier



Lower case and upper case letters are so called because when 
typesetters made books letter by letter they kept the more often used 
small letters in the lower case which was easier to reach.

To ‘pi the type’ referred to spillage of a case of type, although pi was 
probably not the first word out of a type setter’s mouth as hundred of 
neatly organized letters dropped to the floor.

Times New Roman

Myriad

AAA B  CC

aaaaa bbb  cc
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The vertical centers of letters are usually higher than 
the actual centers, so visually they look centered.

Minion Minion
upside down

Gill Sans Gill Sans
upside down



Word have flow like music. Running words vertically is like a very bad remix of a 
song. But notice that the less flow letters naturally have, the better vertical works. 
Left to right are typestyles that have less and less flow from one letter to the next.
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nymphs blitz quick 
mp
mp

Even with typestyles that 
have a very constistant line 
width (low contrast), making 
a lighter varient by using a 
stroke the color of the 
background distorts the 
letters. It’s even worse with 
high contrast typestyles.

Didot Regular with white stroke

Futura Regular with white stroke

Futura Light


